Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: the few incoming days will witness the first
meeting of the General Authority of the Iraqi National Alliance

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, head of the Iraqi National Alliance, indicated the nearness of the
meeting of the General Authority of the Iraqi National Alliance in the incoming days, and it
will be the first meeting since years, promising to work with the leaders of the Iraqi
National Alliance to raise the floor under one tent, and called political leaders to
dialogue and gather under the just word for the sake of Iraq, noting that the exaggeration
in political and narrow personal opinions will not negate that everyone will be judged the
people and history, countries and nations are remaining, and the political calculations it
has to comply one day, counting steps to unite the Iraqi National Alliance a way to unify
positions and arrange interior arena; to launch t towards the national arena, stressing by
saying , \"The political realism makes us embark on a quest for uniting in a line at the
minimum, in order to effectively contribute to the unity of lines in the national space.\"

\r\n

This took place in a celebratory of glorious Al-Ghadeer Day in his eminence office in
Baghdad Wednesday, 09/21/2016.

\r\n

Terrorism did not come for thin air

\r\n

His eminence talked about the political facts, the permanence of the country and the
elimination of narrow calculations, indicating “There is only one way and one option, and
who does not believe in this equation today, will believe in it tomorrow, and then he must
prepare himself to the reckoning of people and history, the terrorism that we are taking our
fight for existence with, did not come for thin air or by coincidence”, warning from the
deep roots of deviations in the history, adding “yet it spreads and expands as soon it finds
an opportunity and was assisted by the circumstances”.

\r\n

Deviant ideology is more compromising Islam than disbelieving

\r\n

Leader of the Iraqi National Alliance counted “deviant ideology in creed and in unsound
interpreting of issues using the name of Islam is more dangerous from atheism and
disbelieving”, indicating that the civilizational and humanitarian venture of Islam is
deformed by these deviant thoughts and barbarian bloody behavior”, and that the story of
Iraq with terrorism and deviant ideologies is not a newborn issue, pointing out to a lot of
terrorism invasions that had occurred, infiltrated and brutally behaved, yet the final
victory was for Iraqi and Iraqi people of all titles and names that they had carried along

their historical and civil journey.

\r\n

The battle with Daesh is crucial and historical

\r\n

His eminence believed in the decisiveness of the battle of Mosul and to liberate the holy
land from the clutches of usurpers, describing the battle with Daesh of being crucial and
historical, and its outcome will determine the shape of the new Iraq which we always dreamed
of, expressing his confidence in the ability of Iraqis to achieve a military victory,
revealing a hard and serious work to ensure political and social victory, the battle is on a
variety of fronts, and its results will create reactions in all directions, calling for
unity under the banner of Iraq as well as \" fighting in order to expel the fellowship of
darkness from our lands, offer sacrifices and endure and forbear because we in the end we
will win\", reiterating reminding that Iraq is for all, not for a certain religion or sect
or nation, stressing by saying \"to win for our humanity first and then we will win for Iraq
and be our brotherly bonds stems from our sense of our value and our humanity and defend our
existence, our land, our nation and the future of our children.\"

\r\n

Post-Mosul Liberation phase might be more difficult than the pre-Mosul Liberation phase

\r\n

His Eminence indicated that great ones offer sacrifices to teach the gullible, they are the
idols for who seek a path, they make the trail and \"we follow them, and if we went out on
the trail we have to go back and quickly so as not to deviate and be lost\", pointing out

that large projects would not be complete unless \"we have completed smaller projects, and
today we say: we believe in a state venture and a homeland, Is it possible that the venture
would be completed without completing our unity venture, \"stressing that “no nation without
unity and no venture without harmony, and we have to learn from our mistakes and not to
waste any more time. \" Warning from that the post-Mosul phase by stating: \"We are facing a
big challenge and it will not be the last challenge, the post-Mosul phase may be more
difficult than the pre-Mosul Liberation phase,\" calling for hard work, sincerity and unity
under the flag of Iraq to complete the liberation venture and then to totally focus on
building the state to achieve the largest and the most importantly venture of Iraq which is
the protection homeland and its security, adding that in this way any \"ventures would be
interconnected and interdependent and everyone should be aware of this fact,\" stressing
-that the homeland venture is accomplishable by the state-building venture, and state
building venture is accomplishable by the liberation venture , and the liberation venture is
accomplishable by unity venture.

\r\n

\r\n
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